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With the development of astronomical observation technology, astronomical devices produce more data than ever. Astronomical
telescopes are usually far away from city, so the long-distance data transmission between telescope and data center faces great
challenges. Visualization system of astronomical data transmission with four-layer structurewas built tomanage data transmission.
This visualization system has a four-layer structure: hardware layer, system layer, middle layer, and visualization layer. System
function includes automatic data transmission, log recording of transmission process, and display of the transmission status
in dynamic web pages. Besides, the middle layer contains an alarm subsystem that can automatically send system exceptions
to administrator. We also design corresponding mechanisms to ensure the high stability of the system and to control the data
transmission when the network is unstable through adaptive algorithms. In test, this visualization system can run stably for a long
time in unmanned manner. This system also provides a solution for the astronomical observation bases to automatically transmit
data to the data center.

1. Introduction

With the development of astronomical observational
technology, the data quality of telescope receiving equip-
ment is improved. In the meantime, the volume of data
generated by telescopes is increasing exponentially [1, 2]. For
example, the world’s largest fully steerable radio telescope
GBT (Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope)[3] generates
more than 1.4PB data per year (http://data.xao.ac.cn/static/
GBTArchiveProcess.pdf). The world’s largest radio telescope
FAST (five-hundred-meter aperture spherical radio
telescope)[4]’s 19-beam receiver[5] produces 8 bit×104×2×
4×19 data per second; more than 10PB of data will be stored
per year. After SKA (Square Kilometre Array) [6, 7] is built,
it is going to produce 1PB data per day [8].

Due to the specificity of astronomical observations,
observatory sites are usually far from data centers. Data
needs to be transmitted over a leased line from observatory
site to data center owing to the instability in transmission
in outdoor data lines over a long distance. Astronomical
data transmission requires a complete management system
[9] which meets the following conditions: complete logging,
user-friendly visual interface for administrators to control
data transfer process, high stability to guarantee system
running in unattended state for a long time, and automatic
sending of alert email to administrator when data transfer
process fails.

NGAS (Next Generation Archive System) [10, 11] is the
most commonly used archiving software in the field of radio
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astronomy. NGAS is for astronomical data archiving, pro-
cessing, searching, and synchronization. Nowadays, NGAS is
used in data archiving of multiple telescopes. MWA (Murchi-
son Widefield Array) [12] is a precursor for SKA witch uses
NGAS to synchronize data from Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and Victoria University of Wellington. ALMA
(Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array) [13] also
uses NGAS for data synchronization [14, 15].

NGAS is already a relatively complete astronomical data
archiving system. However, as NGAS is a software developed
more than 10 years ago, there are also some problems [16].

(1) NGAS uses HTTP-based methods to transmit data. It
was uncertain whether the existing NGAS architec-
ture scales up to cope with a larger amount of data.

(2) Sometimes the dataflow may saturate the transmis-
sion bandwidth, and NGAS lacks an effective mecha-
nism to solve this problem.

(3) Users cannot intuitively understand the status of data
transmission through NGAS.

This paper designs and develops an astronomical data
visualization transmission system, which is based on the
actual requirement of data transmission of Xinjiang Astro-
nomical Observatory (XAO) of ChineseAcademy of Sciences
(CAS). This system contains functions including astronomi-
cal data transmission control, log recording during transmis-
sion, autoalarming, and visual interface. It is able to efficiently
help administrators to control data transmission and it can
run steadily for a long time unattended. The total trans-
mission will be recorded in detail for later troubleshooting.
The visual interface can show situation of data transmission
intuitively. The adopted modular developing technique will
make it easier in later transplanting to central controlling
systems or large screen display.

2. System Architecture Design

XAO’s Nanshan 26m Radio Telescope (NSRT) [17] is about
100km away from the data center of XAO; observation data
need to be sent to the data center through a dedicated line
every day. At present, there is no systematic management
system for data transmission. The 110-meter radio telescope
[18] to be built by XAO, Qitai, Xinjiang, will be the world’s
largest fully steerable radio telescope, and its data transmis-
sion line will exceed 200 km. Its data transmission process
will be displayed in the large screen system in the future.

The system architecture was designed based on the actual
needs of XAO. Astronomical data visualization transmission
system adopts a four-layer architecture. The four layers are
hardware layer, system layer, middle layer, and visualization
layer. The system architecture diagram is shown in Figure 1.

(1) The hardware layer provides a hardware environment
for data transfer. The system design and development
described in this paper are based on a test hardware
environment.

(2) The system layer includes a log subsystem and a
data transfer subsystem. The log subsystem is used

to record the log of transfer processes and provides
management program for administrator. The core of
the data transfer subsystem is the rsync transport
framework. The data transfer encapsulates the shell
commands to call the rsync command.

(3) The middle layer is mainly composed of control
programs. These programs are responsible for con-
trolling the subsystems of the system layer and man-
aging the log files and database. The middle layer is
also responsible for receiving instructions from and
transferring data to the visualization layer. When the
transmission process is abnormal, the alarm program
will automatically respond and send an alert message
to the administrator.

(4) The visualization layer is developed based on web
technology and the data transmission situation is
visually displayed by visual charts.The system admin-
istrator can quickly grasp the data transmission situ-
ation information and quickly solve the problem.

The four-layer architecture adopted by the system meets
the construction needs. In the development process, there
are some problems in the original architecture design. In this
paper, we modify the original architecture to get rid of these
problems. The layered architecture design is convenient for
development and management of this system. Problems in
the system testing can be layered. At the same time, such
layered architecture is easy for system reuse or porting in
future.

3. System Function Realization

3.1. Hardware Layer Test Environment. Weused three servers
for building the hardware environment. The servers are
interconnected through a Gigabit switch. The servers for
data sending and receiving are both HP P4300 G2 data
server with 2 Intel E5520 CPU, 20 GB RAM, and 6.4TB
hard disk. Control server uses the DELL PowerEdge R710
with 2 Intel Xeon 5680 CPU, 32GB RAM, and 3.6TB hard
disk.

Because the control server load is low, it is recommended
to configure the control program on the nondedicated server
to reduce the cost of equipment and energy in a real
environment.

3.2. System Layer

3.2.1. Log Subsystem. The log subsystem includes log collec-
tion, log storage, log management, and management pro-
gram. The log subsystem is an independent development
module and it has a complete set of data processing flow. So it
can be split and used separately. The log subsystem structure
diagram is shown in Figure 2.

The log content stored in the database is designed mainly
for the convenience of visualization layer invoking; it contains
6 database tables.

(1) File table (files): it is used to record the specific
information of each file.
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(2) Astronomical data table (data): it is for recording data
storage information.

(3) Folder table (folder): it is for recording information of
subfolders of root directory.

(4) Daily data delta table (dayData): it is for recording
information of daily data increments.

(5) Daily folder data delta table (dayFolderdata): it is for
recording daily data increments of subfolders in root
directory.

(6) Scripts monitoring table (proc tatus): it is used to
record the running of the scripts.

The information about specific field is shown in Table 1.
In the traditional log management system, the admin-

istrator’s manipulation on the log file is usually performed
in the form of command line, which is not convenient and
not intuitive. Log query and control management interface
developed in Qt creator [19] using Qt language facilitate the
management of log system. Its functional structure diagram
is shown in Figure 3. Through the management interface, log
retrieval within a specified time range and various log queries
can be realized; one-click backup of log files for a specified
date range (3 months, half a year, one year) is also enabled.
The log retrieval interface is shown in Figure 4.

3.2.2. Data Transmission Subsystem. The core of the logging
subsystem is the remote synchronization tool rsync (Remote
Sync). rsync is a mature mirror backup tool for Linux. It is
used as a basic framework in a variety of data synchronization
software [20]. Its main features are as follows.

(1) Rsync can mirror the entire directory and file system,
and its transfer process can maintain the permissions,
time, soft connection, and other information of the
original file.

(2) Rsync supports incremental backup which can com-
press and decompress data in real time during trans-
mission, so the transmission rate is faster. Besides,
rsync can run on low bandwidth and high latency
communication lines [21].

Rsync uses scp and ssh for data transmission. It will
establish a virtual pipeline during transmission to ensure
the security of data transmission. The rsync authentication
process is shown in Figure 5.

The installation and configuration of rsync are more
complicated. In addition to installation of the xinetd and
rysnc packages, it also needs to set configuration files and
synchronization folder permissions and configure the system
firewall. We have packed up the rsync installation packages
and the required configuration files for easy installation and
use. rsync requires a manual authentication password during
the transfer process. Expect tool is used to automate the
authentication process; expect is a tool built on tcl to automate
processes that require interaction.

Shell scripts are used to make the server use rsync
automatically to synchronize the data in the specified folder.
Some of the rsync statements are encapsulated in shell scripts,

such as running, logging, and transferring. Transfer control
can all be performed at the visual layer without having to
operate on the command line. Specific package commands
are shown in Table 2.

3.3. Middle Layer

3.3.1. Control Program. The control program is responsible
for ensuring the normal running of scripts program, receiv-
ing commands from visual layer, sending commands to the
system layer, and providing filtered log information to the
visual layer. The control program is mainly composed of a
set of shell scripts. A triangle daemon script architecture
is designed to ensure stable running of unattended visual
transmission system, as shown in Figure 6.

Two daemon scripts are used to monitor the core control
scripts which also monitor each other. Under this architec-
ture, system runs normally unless both daemon scripts and
core control scripts are suspended at the same time. Except
such situation, any script will be restarted when it fails. In the
test, data transfer was sometimes suspended because of the
rsync tool exception. A new monitor was developed to check
the status of the rsync tool automatically. The rsync tool will
be restarted if the monitor program finds an exception. In the
last 1000 hours of testing, there was no manual intervention
during system running.

Unstable transmission is likely to occur during long-
distance data transmission. In this paper, the VSAN algo-
rithm is designed in the control program to prevent the rsync
from being repeatedly restarted when the network is not
good and to ensure the stable operation of the system when
the transmission quality is poor. The core idea of the VSAN
algorithm is to transmit data normally when the network
is unobstructed. When there are multiple small amounts of
data, unified transmission will be sent after accumulating
enough amounts of data. When the network delay is too high,
the data transmission period will be extended. The flowchart
of the VSAN algorithm is shown in Figure 7. Vn is the
amount of data to be transmitted, Sd is the standard deviation
of the transmission rate in 10 minutes, Ad is the average
transmission rate in 10 minutes, and Nd is the transmission
delay.

In the control program, the control interface can be
used to start, shut down, and restart the system. It can also
configure the system log storage directory, the size of a single
log file, the log polling mode, and the system scan interval.
The control interface is shown in Figure 8.

3.3.2. Alarm Program. The data transmission process will
encounter various abnormal conditions. The alarm program
periodically analyzes the log files to discover abnormal
conditions in the system. Then the alarm program will
automatically generate an exception report file and send
an email to administrator for timely processing. The alarm
program works by periodically analyzing specific log fields
on the receiving server and the sending server to determine
whether an exception has occurred and automatically writing
the exception code value to the specified file on port 80. The
control server periodically obtains the code value through the
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Table 1: Database table.

Table name Fieldname Field type Field description
File name char File name
File size int File size

files storeDBtime timestamp File storage time
File time last timestamp Last time the file was modified
Md5value char Checksum

data

data no int Order number
data volume double Total amount of data
data number int Total number of files
data time timestamp The time of the data is written to the database

data time last timestamp The time of the data was last modified
data add char Alternate field
auto no int Order number
folder no int Folder number

foldet cycle no int The time of the folder has been accessed
folder folder name Char Folder name

folder volume Double The size of the folder
folder number Int Total number of files in the folder
folder time Timestamp The time of the data was written to the database

folder time last timestamp The time of the folder was last modified
folder add char Alternate field
auto no int Order number
dayDate date Date of the day

data volume double Total historical data
dayData data number int Total number of historical files

incre volume double Data increase on the day
incre number int Increase in the number of files on the day
dayData add char Alternate field

auto no int Order number
dayDate date Date of the day

folder name char Folder name
folder volume double The size of the folder

dayFolderData folder number int Total number of files in the folder
incre volume double Data increase of the folder on the day
incre number int Increase in the number of the folder’s files on the day

dayFolderData add char Alternate field
auto no int Order number
writeData tinyint Script writeData

proc status control tinyint Script control
oneDayStat tinyint Script oneDayStat

rsync tinyint Script rsync
update time timestamp Last updated

“heartbeat” method and sends an email of the corresponding
content to the system administrator according to the different
code values.The exceptions and exception codes are shown in
Table 3.

We assume that the control server is usually located in the
data center and it is rare for the network to be abnormal. In
addition, the data center usually has its ownnetwork situation
alarm system. So we use a separate alarm system architecture.

The alert is not sent directly from the sending server or the
receiving server.

3.4. Visualization Layer. The visualization layer provides
web pages developed by HTML5, PHP, JavaScript, jQuery,
and other web technologies to display astronomical data
transmission. The visualization layer extracts the content
from the middle layer and displays it in the web pages in the
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Table 2: Package rsync command table.

Packaged command option Package command function
-a, ––archive Recursive mode, which means recursively transferring files and keeping all file attributes
-r, ––recursive Treat subdirectories in recursive mode
-p, ––perms Keep file permissions
-t, ––times Keep file time information
-g, ––group Keep file group information
-z, ––compress Compress when transferring files
––progress Display the transmission process during transmission
-v, ––verbose Detailed output mode
-q, ––quiet Streamlined output mode
-b, ––backup Back up legacy files in the target directory when there are changes
––ignore-existing Ignore files that already exist on the receiving server; only those newly created files are backed up

Table 3: Exception code correspondence table.

Exception codes Exception
110 Everything is normal
111 rsync startup exception
777 Control module exception
555 Network delay is abnormal
444 Storage space is running out

form of charts. The adaptive layout of the web pages enables
users to access the web pages through an authorized account
using a computer or mobile browser. Here is a test web page
http://210.73.36.12/qttas/for-test.php, which is open to all to
browse parts of the visualization layer. The following part
of this section will show the visualization web pages of data
transmission between theQitai Observatory and theXinjiang
Observatory headquarter.

The web pages are divided into five parts. The first part
shows the running state of the scripts obtained from the table
‘proce status’ in the database on the sending and receiving
servers. Any script that is not running will be intuitively
displayed in this part, as shown in Figure 9.

The second part is shown in Figure 10. This part displays
the amount of data through the column charts. The column
charts can display the volume of data that has been transmit-
ted on the current day and the past 7 days. The second part
calls the ‘dayData’ and ‘data’ database tables.

The third part is shown in Figure 11. This part shows the
storage status of the sending server and the receiving server
through pie charts. The third part can help administrators to
determine whether data storage needs to be expanded. When
the free space of the data server is lower than the threshold,
the third part will be displayed in red.

The fourth part is shown in Figure 12. This part displays
the data storage in the past 56 days in the form of color blocks.
The darker the color block, themore the data produced in this
day and the lighter, the less. In order to ensure that the color
block display is natural and can truly reflect the amount of
data, we first get the data volume sorting in the past 56 days
by the bubble sorting method. The maximum data volume is
Vmax, the minimum data volume is Vmin, the data volume

interval is Vdi=Vmax-Vmin, and the daily data volume is
Vday; the color value percentage of daily data is

Cper =
(Vday − Vmin)

Vdi
(1)

The fifth part displays the amount of the transferred data
and the stored data per minute in the past 2 hours by the
broken line charts. As shown in Figure 13, we simulate the
real time in which the storage bandwidth is greater than the
transmission bandwidth. The broken line charts can visually
display the fluctuation of the data transmission rate, and the
administrator can judge whether the data link is unblocked
by these charts.

In addition to these five sections, the pages also display
the servers and link status and the information of the data
being transmitted in text. When the system fails, the alarm
information will be displayed on the visualization pages.

The advanced query page is shown in Figure 14. The
advanced query page requires an advanced authentication
command to access. The advanced query page supports
detailed information query about data storage for specifying
day on data servers, results of fileMD5 validation display, and
even keyword retrieval.

4. Summary

This paper completes the construction and development of
the astronomical data visualization system and provides a
complete set of management system for transferring data
from the astronomical observation site to the data center.
We have completed the four-layer system architecture design
based on the analysis of the advantages and disadvantages
of the existing astronomical data transmission system and
the actual needs of the Xinjiang Astronomical Observa-
tory. During the development process, we have fixed the
deficiencies in the original design, and the system was
stable during the last 1000 hours of testing. This paper
provides a feasible astronomical data transmission scheme,
which assists administrators in managing the transmission
process through the log system and the visual interface. As a
newly developed system, the astronomical data visualization

http://210.73.36.12/qttas/for-test.php
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Figure 8: Control interface.

Figure 9: The first part of visualization web pages.

Figure 10: The second part of visualization web pages.

Figure 11: The third part of visualization web pages.
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Figure 12: The fourth part of visualization web pages.

Figure 13: The fifth part of visualization web pages.
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Figure 14: The advanced query page.

transmission system is still insufficient and will be further
improved in the future work.
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